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Carter Presidential Library Update
News20-14
November 16, 2020

We and the National Archives are continuing to
monitor conditions in Georgia to determine when it is
safe for the public to return to the library and museum.
In the meantime, you can keep up with us on our
webpage and social media.

Jelani Favors Author Program
Tuesday, November 17 at 7pm

Author Jelani Favors offers a history of Historic Black
Colleges and Universities from the 1837 founding of Cheyney
State University to the present, told through the lens of how
they fostered student activism. He’ll be in conversation with
Atlanta Journal Constitution reporter Ernie Suggs. Join Us
at Google.Meet
Shelter in a Time of Storm

#Election 2020
What Happened and Why
Thursday, November 19 at 6 pm

https://us18.campaign-archive.com/?e=__test_email__&u=42588eaaa15c05a5dac407ba2&id=738cfff518
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The James Weldon Johnson Institute and the Jimmy Carter
Presidential Library will host a panel discussion on “Election
2020: What Happened and Why” on Thursday, November
19, 2020 from 6p.m.-7:30 p.m. Panelists will be Bernard
Fraga, associate professor, Department of Political Science
at Emory University; Ashley Jardina, assistant professor,
Department of Political Science, Duke University; Karthick
Ramakrishnan, professor, Department of Political Science
and Public Policy, University of California-Riverside and
Ismail White, professor, Department of Politics and Public
Affairs, Princeton University. The panel will be moderated
by Andra Gillespie, associate professor, Department of
Political Science and director of the James Weldon Johnson
Institute, Emory University.
The online event is free but you must register at
#Election2020
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Karen Sherman Author Program
Tuesday, December 1 at 7 pm

In her powerful memoir, longstanding international
women’s rights advocate Karen Sherman weaves the stories
of valiant women who survived war and conflict with the
intimate journey of recovery from her own history of abuse.
Sherman will join Atlanta singer-songwriter Caroline
Herring for a Zoom discussion of her book "Brick by Brick:
Building Hope and Opportunity for Women Survivors
Everywhere." The interview will be followed by an online
Q&A session.
This free program is presented in partnership with the
ACappella Books and the National Center for Civil and
Human Rights.
Details and joining instructions here

New Films About President Jimmy Carter

This is Barbara Kopple’s documentary detailing the failed
mission to free the Americans held in Iran in 1980.The
Chicago Sun Times says..."You’re awestruck by the bravery
and dedication of the Armed Forces personnel who risked
and, in some cases, gave their lives in an effort to pull off a
daring rescue mission. You feel a hurricane of emotions
watching Barbara Kopple’s brilliant and searing
documentary “Desert One,” which arrives some 40 years
after Operation Eagle Claw, one of the most tragic failed
military missions in American history." More information
at...
Desertonemovie.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Variety says, “Jimmy Carter: Rock & Roll President” is a
documentary of infectious and lively nostalgia that’s about
just what its title says: the fact that Jimmy Carter became the
first U.S. president to express, in ways both big and small, a
profound affinity with rock ‘n’ roll culture. Yet in telling that
story, the film touches on something larger — the way that
alliances in America that may seem unlikely come to seem
inevitable. It’s about the forces that have to come together to
make America work. Details at...
RockandRollPresident

The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library

The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library and Museum is part of the
National Archives and Records Administration and is dedicated
to providing research information and educational materials
about the life, career and presidency of Jimmy Carter.
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Our mailing address is:
Carter.Library@nara.gov
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